The theory of Taguchi method
Aiming at the shortage of traditional assembly method, it is vital to look for a realistic part assembly method for improve the quality of product. The Taguchi Method created by Dr. Taguchi Genchi, also called Robust Method, which is a low-cost and high-benefit method of quality engineering, which emphasizes the improvement of product quality and obtain by design but not test. Its basic idea is that using orthogonal table to arrange test plan and with the manufacturing deviation of each part as factors to identify the most optimal design scheme of performance by statistics and comparison for all kinds of test plan at different level (Peace, 1993) . Meanwhile, used the principle of minimum quality loss to reasonably identify each parameter and achieve the lowest cost, highest efficiency and best quality requirements.
The orthogonal table of Taguchi Method simulates the each interference of products quality fluctuation with each deviation factor, and uses signal-to-noise ratio  (S/N) as the measurement index of product quality robustness (Gaitonde, et al., 2008) . It is the minimum quality loss as the principle to reasonably determine the parameter tolerances for achieving comprehensive result of lowest cost and optimal quality. The bigger signal-to-noise ratio shows that quality loss is smaller and the better product quality. The Taguchi Method divides quality characteristic into three categories according to actual needs of industrial production, that "definite-purposed character" means hoping the quality characteristics reach or near the particular target value; "larger-the-better character" means making focused quality features as large as possible; "smaller-the-better character" means making quality features as small as possible. There is slightly difference in signal-to-noise ratio expressions of three conditions. Supposing the characteristic value of product quality y is random variable, and its mathematical expectation is u and variance is 2  , so the  is s : the variance of closed ring error The Taguchi Method decides the design parameter by means of test, which applied in stage of product design, process design and technology development, thus it can reduce cost and shorten the development cycle and improve product quality.
Three-Dimensional deviation transfer model based on homogeneous coordinate transformation method
In the manufacturing of precision machine tools and high precision products, the parts quality of machine and relative position accuracy are one of the important factors that affect product performance. With the improvement of machinery manufacturing precision and product functional requirements, the tolerance analysis during product design stage has caused wide public concern. Tolerance analysis aims to determine the range of variation in the closed loop of product performance under the premise of parts' structure dimensions and tolerances. In mechanical product assembly process, if we can master the transfer law of deviation and describe the influence of parts precision on machine precision, it will realize the predictive control of machine precision.
Expression of Part and Deviation Model
Parts are the basic unit of the mechanical assembly. In order to describe the deviation transfer and accumulation law in assembly process, the expression method of parts and their quality deviation are studied at first. 1) Expression of part model parameter: The geometric position and the quality characteristic parameters (such as size characteristics and shape characteristics) of parts' working faces and fitting surfaces in an assembly are the most important factors that affect machine performance. Therefore, the basic elements of part model should include the space position and quality characteristic parameters related to machine quality. Wei Sun, Mu, Qingchao Sun and Jiang, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.1 (2017) Suppose there are n surfaces related to machine quality in a part, including the working faces, fitting surfaces, and the surfaces that keep specific location relationship with other parts. As shown in Figure 1 
: it is mainly include the position error, such as the squareness, parallelism etc.
Fig. 1 The schematic diagram of parts surface and deviation
Combining the characteristic vectors of n faces into a vector, the part model:
2) Deviation model of parts: Due to the manufacturing error of system itself and the influence of random factors in manufacturing process, the actual location and quality characteristic of characteristic face will deviate from the ideal value (nominal value) of design, resulting in part deviation. Part deviation can be got from Equation (5). The deviation that the i th surface i U deviates from the nominal value (the variable with superscript "0" means the nominal values of itself) can be given by，
Using u to represent part deviation U  , the following equation can be got from Equation (6) and (7):
In assembly process, use () uk to represent the deviation of the k th part. In actual product manufacturing process, the variation constraint spinor of three dimensional regular characteristic surfaces has six full vector elements. Because the tolerance domains are attached to the characteristic surfaces, the tolerance domains and the characteristic surfaces have a consistency. This leads to the variation of product fitting surfaces with rotational and translational invariance in some directions and the corresponding spinor being zero. Desrochers, et al. (2003) listed the variation forms of different characteristic surfaces in literature. The new generation of Geometrical Product Specification (GPS) is the newest standard system that has been proposed by international in recent years, it is the reference standards and measurement evaluation basis of mechanical products design. Based on the new generation GPS geometric
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 constant class, the tolerance domains, the spinor matrixes and the constraint equations of a plane and a cylindrical surface by the method of eliminating spinor parameter in constant direction are listed in Table 1 . 
, ,
Where, the 2α and 2β respectively represent the length and width of plane.
Space Transfer and Coupling Accumulation of Three-Dimensional Deviation
In the process of precision mechanical products manufacturing, product assembly precision and parts quality are inseparable, so the analysis of assembly precision is crucial. For this purpose, assembly precision analysis can be divided into the analysis of tolerance design and assembly design.
1) Three-dimensional deviation transfer: The key of predicting assembly precision is to analyze the deviation transfer process and calculate the cumulative deviation. Deviation transfer model is established on the basis of the parts manufacture deviations. In actual manufacturing process, the parts' manufacturing deviation need to meet the tolerance requirements to ensure product quality, therefore the study of deviation can be transformed into the study of parts tolerance.
The existence of tolerances makes the shapes of parts produced micro change, the characteristic surfaces deviate from the nominal surfaces. Moreover, the local transfer matrix of the characteristics surfaces inside a part changes from the transformation among the local coordinate systems of a nominal surface into the transformation among the actual coordinate system of an actual surface. As shown in Figure 2 
The coordinate system transformation schematic diagram of part feature surface Wei Sun, Mu, Qingchao Sun and Jiang, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.1 (2017) From the perspective of deviation transfer, in assembly process of parts, the impact of variations in fitting surfaces will be transferred to other parts, which leads to the variation of assembly parts' position and posture in global coordinate system. The homogeneous coordinate transformation method provides a theoretical basis for 3D deviation transfer model, it can embed three dimensional deviation into the transfer model, and eventually to obtain the variable range of assembly close loop.
By the homogeneous coordinate transformation (Khodaygan, et al., 2010) , when the geometry variation quantity  is a minuteness, according to the simplified method of sine and cosine functions under a minuteness, it is easy to get sin 
Part assembly process can be divided into two processes. In the first one, the characteristics of parts to be assembled transform from the part coordinate system to the assembly coordinate system, and in another one, the characteristics under the assembly coordinate transform to the base coordinate system. According to the analysis above, assembly deviation is produced on the basis of parts processing deviation. The essence of the assembly deviation is locating the part processing deviation in the certain position, and accumulating in the certain way. Part assembly process can be expressed as, 11 01
11 01
The models in part coordinate system, assembly coordinate system and base coordinate system are expressed as U , M U and B U , respectively, where "1" is the matrix whose elements all are one, "0" is the matrix whose elements all are zero. The translation vector from part coordinate to assembly coordinate, M P T is defined as, 12 ( , , , ) 
the coordinate values of the assembly coordinate system origin in base coordinate system. The rotation matrix from part coordinate to assembly coordinate, M P R is defined as   12 , ,...,
Where, ( , , ) 
Where, ( , , )
w : three unit vectors, whose directions are the same as the directions of assembly coordinate axis in base Wei Sun, Mu, Qingchao Sun and Jiang, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.1 (2017) coordinate system.
The rotation matrix from part coordinate to assembly coordinate, consists of the designed rotation matrix and the assembly deviation introduced by assembly part: The rotation matrix from assembly coordinate to base coordinate, consists of the designed rotation matrix and the assembly deviation introduced by assembly part:
In a similar way, 
2) The coupling accumulation of three dimensional deviation The assembly between the parts can be seen as combining and constraint between geometric feature elements of part. The combining feature element have dimension constraint at macro level, fitting feature at micro level and deviation constraint of derived feature relative to nominal feature. Figure 3 shows the assembly diagram of five parts. There is dimension constraint between nominal features of parts, and the transfer accumulation of geometric error and deformation deviation in mechanical system effect function requirement of mechanical system. T : the homogeneous transformation matrix that orderly undergone from the i coordinate system to the i+1 coordinate system.
The system function requirement is defined as the position deviation of terminal function part in reference coordinate system. Supposing the transfer accumulation circuit of deviation have n combining features, the space position of system terminal is,
Where, subscript 0 O is the reference coordinate system of deviation transfer accumulation circuit. The tolerance spinor parameter of the i ( 1, 2, , ) in  … combined feature element in circuit is,
Where, i  is the alteration of tolerance spinor parameter for i feature element in part coordinate system.
The deformation spinor parameter under load for the i ( 1, 2, , )
Where, Subscript i O : the coordinate system of part in circuit. The manufacturing error and deformation deviation of mating surface feature element accumulate into the reference coordinate system, so that the effect expression of part manufacturing error and deformation deviation on system terminal position can get, 
Supposing, 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
The total accumulation deviation that the n feature element transfer error to system terminal is, 
The Spatial Transmission Accumulation Analysis of 3D Deviation
Mechanical system is complemented by the various parts, which are assembled together according to the different procedures and requirements, and the different parts have different tolerances requirements due to their uses and processing conditions. The main method of modeling and analysis of the machine tool geometric precision is to build the topological structure of low order body arrays for multi-body system. Then the ordered graph is used to describe the transfer accumulated circuit diagrams of three dimensional deviations information, so it can analyze the transfer relations of assembly deviation intuitively. Based on the basic parts' function surface, starting from the low order body parts' related functional surface passing to the high order body parts' related functional surface, the accumulated deviation of the parts at the end of system in the reference coordinate system is obtained and the accumulated deviation transmission circuits taking the parts' assembled functional surface as basic transfer unit is constructed. Fig.5 The topological structure of machining center
The Figure 5 shows that the topological structure of horizontal machining center. The machine assembly follows the multi-body system theory, the assembly starting from the lower-ordered body to the higher-ordered body. When the parts are not the lower order body array, the several parts that have been assembled are taken as an assembly. Wei Sun, Mu, Qingchao Sun and Jiang, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.1 (2017) To construct space conversion and accumulation model of 3D deviation of precision machine, the most important step is to make clear the deviation transfer relationship and parameter variables. Taking horizontal machining center as an example, the deviation transfer process that assembled from bed to ram is studied, as is shown in Figure 6 . Fig.6 The schematic diagram of 3-D deviation accumulation and transfer Figure. 6 illustrates that the assembly path from the reference coordinate system is a directed path. Each mating surface changes will affect the spatial position and attitude of reference coordinate system for the subsequent mating parts. With the assembly link moving forward, the spatial transformation of parts' characteristics coordinate system relating to the reference coordinate system is affected by the mating surface variation of previous assembled parts and its transformation path runs though the nominal surface and actual surface of every mating relationship.
The Orthogonal Experimental Design

1) Orthogonal Experimental parameters:
The orthogonal experiment is experimental design method to analyze the combination relationship between multiple factors. Before performing the orthogonal experiment, the following parameters should be understood.
(a) The pros and cons index of orthogonal experiment: The index is a criterion to measure the experiment, and it is consistent with the experimental design purposes. Taking space position of the spindle hole section centroid points o P in the reference coordinate system as the research object in this paper, the optimal mating combination scheme of deviation is selected based on a certain standard by analyzing the results of deviation mating of parts.
(b) Factor analysis and factor lever of orthogonal experiment: According to the structure and working requirements of the horizontal machining center, firstly, the deviation factors for affecting the pros and cons index of orthogonal experiment are analyzed. Combined with the actual production, the position deviation parameters of all parts mating functional surface form bed to ram are chosen as factors and the position deviation parameters are grouped by 2 levers. The parts' manufacturing deviations obey normal distribution. The deviation samples of certain scale are selected randomly on the basis of Monte Carlo in order to ensure the reliability of analysis. The deviation samples are divided into two levels, the samples which have large deviation values are level 1 group, the others are level 2 group. The deviation factors and levels are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 The levels table of According to the structure and actual function of the horizontal machining center, the deviation parameters of all parts that have effects on the final accuracy of horizontal machining center to design orthogonally, and then the final combination experimental scheme is obtained, as shown in Table 3 . Table 3 The levels table of 1  1  2  1  1  1  2  2  3  1  2  2  1  1  4  1  2  2  2  2  5  2  1  2  1  2  6  2  1  2  2  1  7  2  2  1  1  2  8  2  2  1  2  1 
Results Comparison of the Deviation Mating Control Examples
According to the experimental scheme of orthogonal table, taking from the bed to ram assembly as the research object, the deviation factors' optimal combination scheme of every assembly part is determined by analyzing the deviation accumulated effects of spindle hole section centroid point. The procedures of deviation grouped mating and random combination experiments are written by software MATLAB respectively and the procedural design flow chart is shown in Figure 8 . Wei Sun, Mu, Qingchao Sun and Jiang, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.1 (2017) Fig. 8 The procedural steps flow chart of group matching and random combination
The closed loop starting from ram shaft hole section centroid point to the bottom of bed is taken as the functional required closed loop in the deviation parameter mating design of machine assembly. The deviation of closed loop is 0 in the ideal case and hope the final assembling deviation closed loop closer to 0 in the process of machine assembly, so the 'definite-purposed character' character of Taguchi method is adopted. In order to ensure the credibility of analysis, the assembly functional surfaces of each part have 5000 deviation samples, then the mean and variance of closed loop deviation are calculated, and then combined with signal-to-noise ratio formula S/N(2) in which m=0, the values of signal-to-noise ratio of each grouped experiment result are obtained. The calculation results are shown in Table 4 . The smaller is the values of the mean and variance, the more stable is the experimental data. That the mean and variance are smaller and the signal-to-noise ratio is bigger in the third group can be obtained in the Table 4 . So the third group is the best combination in the grouped mating experiment.
In order to judge the difference between Taguchi method and ordinary random method in assembly, according to the above process, MATLAB calculation with values of each deviation's grouped mating experiment and random combination experiment of the first group and the third group in the Taguchi method orthogonal table is performed respectively, and the Wei Sun, Mu, Qingchao Sun and Jiang, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.1 (2017) change distribution comparison chart of the spatial deviation of ram shaft hole section centroid point O P in reference coordinate system along with the axis x, y, z, as is shown in the below figures:
a) The first group b) The third group Fig. 9 The space deviation distribution comparison chart of section centroid As shown in Figure 9 , the distribution of spatial accumulated deviation values of the third group experiment of Taguchi method is more concentrated and the section centroid point is more closed to ideal position by comparing the results of the random combination experiment and grouped mating experiment of the first group and the third group in the orthogonal table of Taguchi orthogonal table. Therefore, the third group of Taguchi orthogonal experiment is the optimal mating combination.
In order to visually show the difference between Taguchi method and ordinary random method, the statistical distribution histograms in axis z of the spatial deviations from the closed loop deviation of random combination experiment and mating experiment of the first group and the third group respectively which are the most representative experiments are drawn out, as is shown in Figure 10 Figure 10 displays that the deviation distribution of random combination method is scattered, the standard deviation is 0.093 and the number of deviation is 4938 within the scope of ±0.025mm, namely the qualified rate of random combination is 98.76%. At the same time, when the first group and the third group of grouped mating compared with each other, the Wei Sun, Mu, Qingchao Sun and Jiang, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.1 (2017) closed loop deviation of the first group drifts to the negative direction of axis z, the standard deviation is 0.057 and the number of deviation is 4086 within the scope of ±0.025mm, so the qualified rate of first group is 81.72%. However, the third group's histogram height for near ideal position increases significantly, its standard deviation is 0.049 and the number of deviation is 4999 within the scope of ±0.025mm, so the qualified rate of random combination is 99.98%. Therefore, the ram shaft hole centroid point deviation of the third group is smaller and more closed to the ideal position, namely the products' assembly precision is higher.
Because the accumulated deviation of the each assembly parts functional surface has great impact on the closed dimension of assembly, the changing distribution charts of the closed dimension chain for the first and third group in the orthogonal table and random combination in order to show the effects that each part's accumulated deviation on the closed dimension chain, as is shown in Figure 11. c) The experiment of third group Note: in the a), b) and c)，the horizontal axis and vertical axis represent the number of dimension value and the change range of closed dimension Figure 11 . The part's accumulated deviation on the closed dimension chain
The experimental results show that the closed loop dimension mean of the random combination experiment is 1612.000132mm, the standard deviation is 0.093 um; the closed loop dimension mean of the first group experiment is Wei Sun, Mu, Qingchao Sun and Jiang, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.1 (2017) 1611.9854mm, the standard deviation is 0.057 um; the closed loop dimension mean of the third group experiment is 1612.0000029mm, the standard deviation is 0.049um; By comparing the experimental data of three groups, the difference between the mean value and ideal value (1612mm) of the third group is smallest, at the same time , its standard deviation is smallest also, so the third grouped mating combination is the best combination, and it has highest assembly quality.
Through the comparison analysis of several methods, the optimal parameter combination of control factor is A1B2C2D1E1F2, in the assembly of horizontal machining center from bed to ram can be gotten. According to the optimal parameter combination, the accumulated deviation effects can be controlled well and the overall assembly quality can be improved.
Conclusion
In the assembly process of complex mechanical system, there are many combination schemes between different parts, so it is difficult to pick out the optimal deviation combination scheme in the design stage, at the same time, it increases the workload. In order to realize the machine precision on the basis of parts low manufacturing accuracy, this article based on Taguchi Method orthogonal table as a separate experiment, the conclusions are as follows: 1) Put forward the 3D deviation transmission accumulation mode of a horizontal machining center's starting from the bed to ram, determined the factors of position spinors as control factors of this experiment.
2) Selected out the relative factors that affecting the deviation mating experiments for horizontal machining center, then designed the orthogonal experiment scheme of 2 levels for relative deviation factors in the Taguchi method.
3) The experimental results comparison analysis between the random combination method and the Taguchi orthogonal table on controlling the accumulated deviation showed that the control effect of the first group's experimental scheme in Taguchi orthogonal table was worst, while the third group was best.
In a word, to build the best deviation combination scheme of statistical significance, it could not only reduce the cost, but also improve the overall assembly quality and has a certain guiding significance for the actual production.
